Abstract. The paper extends our earlier results on spectral theory of the 2-sphere Schrodinger operators H = -A + Vwith even zonal potentials to a more difficult odd-potential case. We establish local spectral rigidity for odd zonal potentials and give the explicit solution of the inverse spectral problem.
We are interested in the spectral theory of Schrodinger operators H = -A + V on the 2-sphere S2 with oddzonal(axisymmetric)potentials V = V(x) = -V( -x), i.e. functions depending on the first coordinate of the vector x = (x; . . .) in S,. In particular, we seek a solution of the following inverse problem: determination of V by the spectrum of H, and the related problem of spectral rigidity: uniqueness of the map V + Spec(H,), modulo natural symmetries (rotations).
The spectrum of the S2 Laplacian -A is well known to consist of eigenvalues { i , = k(k + 1)}:=, of increasing multiplicity, ?$iL = 2k + 1 = O(k"-'). Adding a potential Vdestroys (or lowers) the underlying symmetry of -A, so the multiple eigen 2, splits into a cluster of simple (or less degenerate) eigens, = k(k f 1) + p k m Iml < k.
(1) Spectral shifts { p k m } make up the kth cluster of Spec(H). To study their asymptotics Weinstein [ 141 introduced a sequence of discrete (cluster-distribution) measures It turned out that the sequence {dp,) converges to a continuous limit, j,(E.)di, whose density is directly linked to V. Namely, Po is equal to the distribution function of the so-called Radon transform P of V.
The distribution function Po of represents a new type of spectral invariant, called the band invariant [14] . It yields some valuable spectral information about H (cf [3, 4, 8, 12, 13] ), but falls short of determining V, and consequently V itself. So the inverse and rigidity problems on S,, unlike many other geometric settings (cf [2, 5] ), remain largely open. Partial results are known for special classes of potentials: low-degree spherical harmonics [6] , and even zonal potentials on S 2 , studied in the recent work of the author PI.
The main idea of [8] for solving both problems was to replace asymptotics of cluster distribution measures dp, (2) 
Hence, spectral shifts {pA,,,} acquire a bigraded structure, with { k } labelling the cluster number, and {ni} the angular momentum number.
In this setting we derived an asymptotic formula for { p k m } PA,?, = %/k) + W -' ) for -k < m < k (4) The key idea of step (i) was to replace the perturbation V, or a closely related $DO operators ($DOS).
by the average of its conjugates {B(t) = e-'iABe"A}, where
Obviously, 8 commutes with A , and one can show [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [12] [13] [14] s,,, are well known to be:
: the mth associated Legendre operator;
$j,,,-zonal reduction was exploited in our derivation of (4), by interpreting { p k n i } as spectral shifts of reduced operators H,,, ,
The last step (iii) was to transplant (reduce) the calculus of operators and symbols on S, to the calculus of associated Legendre operators and their perturbations on [O; 11.
Asymptotics (4) yields a function P a t all rationals, hence everywhere on [O; 11. Once
Pis found the standard Radon inversion, P -+ V, leads to a unique and explicit solution of the joint inverse spectral problem (3).
?Let us remark that the Radon transform of a zonal function is also zonal, i.e. depends on a single variable.
Turning to Spec(H) alone?, we combined (4) with a form of 'rigidity principle for almost arithmetic sequences' (theorem 2 of [SI), and thus were able to show local spectral rigidity for generic even zonal Schrodinger operators on S,.
The odd-potential case differs from the even in many respectsf, and poses certain difficulties. Indeed, the basic Weinstein averaging (5) fails in the odd case and must be replaced by more sophisticated Guillemin's average [4] (see also [12, 131) . This in turn entails some other significant changes in symbolic calculus and the form of final results.
Thus a simple Radon transforms P = %( V ) of the even case gets replaced by a more complicated transform 3 ( V'), as we shall demonstrate below (theorem 1).
The main goal of the paper is to outline the odd-potential case. For the sake of presentation we restrict ourselves to S,. The forthcoming work [lo] will treat the n-dimensional case, and, more significantly, the case of general 'even + odd' potentials on SI,. The latter would require not only some major review of averaging methods, but also a new (non-standard) form of symbolic calculus on SI, due to Uribe [12] . The details will appear in [IO] .
To state the main result of the work we first recall the definition of the Radon transform % on S,,, then compute it explicitly for zonal functions F. By definition, % maps functions/symbols F o n SI, into functions on the cosphere bundle S*(S,,) = {(x; 4): XES,,; ( E TT; 151 = I}, or more precisely, on the space C2 of geodesics/bicharacteristics (great circles) {C = CXi, a circle through {x} in the direction 5, ! 2 z S*(S1,)/S0(2). Namely, Here F is thought of as a function on S*(S,) (i.e. symbol), or as a pull back of a Sz function onto S* (S,) , and the geodesic flow exp(tE) acts both on S*(S,) and on the space R.
Obviously, the Radon transform takes even functions/symbols into even, and annihilates odd. Since on S, each circle C is identified with its (north/south) pole, % can be thought of as a transformation of S, functions into themselves.
For zonal functions F = F(x), x = cos q!~ E [ -I ; I], E is also zonal, and as a function of the 'north pole' coordinate p = p(C), it becomes [SI:
Our main result here is the following theorem 1 "The reader will notice a subtle difference between Spec(H), as a union of unstructured clusters { P~, , , : -k ,< m ,< kj, and the bigraded structure of the joint ( H ; M ) spectrum (3), where m corresponds to a particular value of the angular momentum M . $For example, spectral shifts pLn7 = O(k-') for odd V compared with O(1) for even V (see [4] ). Theorem 1. Spectral shifts (pkm 1 of the joint spectrum (3) of operators H = -A + V, and M = ids on S,, with an odd zonal potential V , admit the following asymptotics:
uniformly in -k < m < k . Here the function U(p) on [O; 11 is obtained from V(x) by the transform applied to V 2 , i.e.
Theorem 1 represents the odd version of the main result (4) of [8] , and the function
, plays now the role of the Radon transform P in (4).
As a corollary of theorem 1 we immediately get the solution of the inverse problem for the joint spectrum. Indeed, asymptotics ( The sign ambiguity f V is to be expected, as two Schrodinger operators -A V, with odd V, are unitarily equivalent by the change of variable, x . + -x, on S 2 .
Thus we get a unique and explicit solution of the inverse problem for the joint spectrum (3) of H and M .
As for the inverse problem for the operator H alone, one can proceed as in In the rest of the paper we shall outline the proof of theorem 1. The proof of the corollary is based on the above theorem 1 and on the rigidity theorem 2 of [8] . It closely follows the argument of [8] and hence will be omitted. Notice that operator A has $DOS integral spectrum hence generates a periodic unitary group {eliA: 0 < t < 270.
As we have mentioned earlier, the Weinstein averaging ( 5 ) fails in the odd case and needs some modification. Here we shall adopt Guillemin's return operator approach [4] . The return operator is defined as w = e12n(A+E -I and is expanded into a sereis of decreasing-order terms, w = 2niB -2n2B -2n2B2 + 2niB + . . . the first three of which are given by the first (Weinstein) average B, and the second (Guillemin) average is For odd V the first two terms of (10) vanish, so W = 2niB. As in the even case it can be shown that operator B commutes with A , modulo lower-order terms and the pair A + B and A + B a r e almost unitarily equivalent [12, 131. Furthermore, the eigenvalues of Ware naturally related to spectral shifts { p = ,u~,!~} of operator A + B,
Obviously, any expansion of i.(W) in powers of k-I, (12)
results in an appropriate expansion of { p k n , } , and vice versa. We shall show that for odd V (1 2 ) starts from the third order, then using symbolic calculus and zonal reduction we shall express the coefficients c = ci , , , in terms of V.
To this end we need to expand a $DO B in a decreasing-order series, and get the corresponding expansion of W = Writing B = B, + B, + B, + . . . , the first three terms are computed explicitly (see [lo, 12, 131) :
Here ad,(. . .) denotes the commutation operation [A;
Then the corresponding expansion of W takes the form [12, 131:
where V(t) denotes the conjugation (e-ltAVelfA) of a multiplication operator V , B its average, while
D Guvarie
For odd potentials V some terms of (14) The symbol of operator V(t) is obtained by composing the symbol/function V on S, with the Hamiltonian (geodesic) flow, exp ( E ) , of a, = (Egorov's theorem). In other words, crvc,,(x; 4) = V c exp(E), is obtained by evaluating the function V along the geodesics (great circle) C = C,:. So by some abuse of notation we shall call V(t) three different but closely related objects: the operator V ( t ) = its symbol V c exp(tZ), and the function V evaluated along C, as a function of the flow parameter (angle) t.
With this convention in mind the Poisson bracket { V(t); V(s)} is computed in terms
of the tangential and normal derivatives of V along C at points { t } and {s}, (a, V ) ( t ) ; (2)) V)(t). Namely (see [lo] for details),
V ) ( s ) .
(17)
Substituting (17) in (16) and carrying over integration of the tangential part we end up with the following expression of oLv:
Formula (18) explicates the previously known version (17) of [13] , and has many applications, e.g. it yields the second Weinstein band invariant p2 in the odd case, in terms of the distribution function of o w .
For the purpose of the inverse problem, however, we need more detailed information, namely asymptotic values of the spectral shifts { p A n , } , rather than their distribution measures (2). If Spec(A) were multiplicity free this would amount to a straightforward symbolic calculation with ( I Q namely p A z U,, l l : l =i (cf 16, 7, 91) . But, as we mentioned, spectra of operators A and A are highly degenerate for all spheres S,, n 2 2.
At this point we invoke the zonal reduction/extension procedures of [8] . The key observation made in [8] 
